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The title of this talk has the great virtue of allowing
me to select a domain within its boundaries containing
material with which I am familiar, and to reject those
regions within which I have little or no acquaintance or,
in some cases, a general lack of laterest.

I shall exercise

this freedom of chroiCe, and shall confine my remarks to a
brief discussion of RAND 1 research efforts for the Citly of
New Y'ork,, and a general discourse on some of the adv,-antages
and disadvantages of involvement in urban researchBack .in August 1967.

RAND was approached by the City

of New York to initiate Lereseaych oyogram aimed at assisting
New York City's Police D)epartnaenL w.ith some of its shortan~d long-term proolems.
city

officials,

During subsequent discussions with

and in particular witt t:he office of

City's budgetl. director, Frederick O'R. Hiayes,

.ae

it became

clk;ar that both RAND, aiid the City were excited about initiating
Any views expres.s.er in this paper are those of the
author.
They should, not be interpreted as reflecting th'?
v.ews of' The RAND Corporatior, or the ofticial opinion or
policyi of any of its governental or private rezearch
are repro,)uc.ed by The RAND Corporation
sponsor s -Papers
aa courtesy to meyribers of its staff.
This piiper was prepared 'Tor presentation at the 'IEEE
Mect.ing at Space Technology L.3borat(.ries, Los Angeles,
Cal Jfori~ Li March 19, 1968.
*Throughiout- this talk thie. t emtn

it',andc the tern
Nev' York
tho: United. St.ates.

"City" refers only to
''c ty" refers to any city in

a broad program of research aimed at attacking and hopefully
making significant contributions toward solving a wide
variety of problems faced by the City.

Since September

1967, member- of RAND's research staff, as well as representatives of its management, have been conferring with
representatives of severai administrative units of the City
regarding what those units do, what they perceive as problem
areas, what they think RAND might do for them, what RA1)
thinks it might do for them. etc.

Thus far those discussions

have led to the generation and signing -f "a mother contract" ,
that

is, a contract that lays down the general grounJ rules

for the RAND-New York City relationship; and to the writing
and signing of specific but rather broad agreements cI.vering
research that RAND is t.o carry cn in behalf of the New York
City Fire Department, Health Services Administration, Housing
Development Administration and Police Department.

Negotia-

tions are in progress with other administrative units of
the City, and it is hoped that these will lead to additional
research efforts.

Needless to say, the fact that these

negotiations are still in progiess mal-es it inadvisable,
at this time, for me to single out what those efforts i! ght
be.
Before I embark on a brief discussion of sore of the
specific things that RAND is doing or is planning to try
to do for the City of New York, it is importa~t tr
out

point

again that RAND was invited to assist the City by
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officials of that City, and to r,,int out also that the
government :4f New York City recognizes that the City has
P."bemFs, that those problems mqust be solved, that the City
mnust try to solve them, but that it cannot solve some of
theci itself., and that, therefore, i,. needs outside help to
try to accomplish the job.

Furthermore, both RAND and the

City recognize that RAI~h does not regard its efforts for
the Cirty to be isolated pieces of research which, when
completed, will terminate RAND's relationship with the City
andI its adventure into urban research.

On the contrary,

both RAND and the City regard RAND's efforts in and on

I

behalf of the City as being the beginning of a multi-year

effort by RAND to carry on research in and between the
numerous problemn areas which, by both conventional and
unconventiona~l usage, are regarded as facets of urban
research.

To carry on this very amibitious and hopefully

coranendable task,
additL:wiaI,

it

will be neces~ary for RAND to obtain

very broadly based funding,

including perhaps

support froyn one or more foundations and from the FedersJ
Government

Therefore, in the course of my discussion ot

RAND's~ work for the City's Fire Department, Health Services
Admin i tsrat ion - Housing Developraent Administration and Police

Department, please keep in mind that RAND does not regard
tiw-se efforts as being isolated "one-shot" affairs. bit
rather as being the first st-ps toward the av'iievement of
a broad, challeng-ing program of urban research whose life
is measured iin decades and not months or years.
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Otr agreement with the City and its Fire Department
calls for research on six general topics, namely (1)
planning.-programming-bud -ting, (2) incidence of -ires.
false alarms and eiergencies, (3) departmental effectiveness
and "fficiency, (4) communick;ions, (5) potenti,.i applications u. new technological developments, and (6) xisting
data sources.

To date emphasis has been placed upon

communicationb, potential applications of new technological
developments, and an examination of data sources.
Like all the otier efforts for New York City, those
for the Fire Department have been going on for only about
two months, so it is not reasonabie to expect that any
definite conclusions have been reachbd

Ps

yet.

General and

specific impressions are iegion, but most of them must
remain unstated until more information is collected and
evaluated.
Our agreement with the City and its Halth Services
Administration (HSA) calls initially for the development
of a plan.,ing-programning-budgeting (PPB) sy..tem.
of you who are not familiar with planning-progr'

For those
.,ing-

budgeting, let me explain that it is an approach or technique
Oy which an organization is analyzed on a functional bqis.
The functions which the organization performed NIV

N2, N3 '

etc., v'ars ago are determined, the functions that the
organization curiently performs are ascertained, and various
sets of functions that the organization might perform at
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one or more dates in the fuLure are postulated.

The costs

of carrying on each of the functions performed NV, N 2, N 3 ,
etc., years a,- are determined, a
on the current functions.

well as those of carrying

On the basis of this functional

ce't history, projections or estimates are made of the cost
of each of the alternative sets of functions that -ight be
performed at various dates in the future.

Using thesL

cost-estimates, managers and executivs hopefully can make
mire rational decisions regarding what courses of action the
organization ought tc follow over the next five, ten, etc.,
years.
Advising the Health Services Administration on the
development of a PPB system will give RAND an exceilent
opportunity to learn a great deal about HSA'f fuPctional
sErticture and its formal and inform.al

operational procedures.

With this information our research staff and management
will be in a be,

cr position to make a more intelligent

estimate .)f what RAND ought next to do for HSA.

HopeiullV,

the PPB exercise will al so help USA' s management to
understand their organi zat ion bett,-r
it

would like RAND to do for it
Incidentally,

tration is

in

and to decide what

the future.

New York City's Health Services Adminis-

one of several

super-administrati:e units created

by the Lindsay Administration in

the hope of providing

New Yorkers with more efficient services.

It includes the

Department of Hospitals, the Health Department, which ruits
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clinics in

the City,

the Coemurity Mental Health Board,

and

the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner.
RAND's agreement with the City and thc Housing Oevelopment
Administration (HDA) calls for (1) advising HDA on the
development of a PPB system, (2) making a cost analysis of
the publicly assisted housing program, (3) investigating the
circumstances resulting in under-maintenance and abandonment
of privately owned icntal property,
long-range housing strategies,

(4)

and (5)

examining various
exploring the useful-

ness of making a housing market analysis.

Currently, work

is progressing on a PPB system, and data are being gathered
preparatory to beginning work on item (3).
The Housing Development Administration includes the
Departments of Development,
Relocation

and Management

Rent and Housing Maintenance.
Services.

ind Buildings.

For its work with the City and the Police Depatment,
RAND has agreed to:
development

(1) advise the Department on tie

of a PPB system., (2)

measuring effectiveness,

of future police services,
selection,

(3)

search for methods of

examinc the scale and nature

(4)

analyze the recruitment,

and training of Department personnel,

and (5)

examine communicat ionsI take sr -i al pride in

our effort

for

Citv'

Pltice De-artment because I had the pleasure of im.itially
bringing together many of the people at RAND whc are working
on police problems.

For roughly 10 months prior to the

signing of the contract with the City,

met with these

people, and we discussed the Report of the President's
Crime Commission, including several of its supplementary
volumes, listened to real and alleged experts on various
phases of law enforcement and the administration of justice,
took part in national meetings relarw-d to public order and
technology, and conferred and visited with thE

Lus Angeles

Police Department and the Los Angeles District Attorney's
Office.

Thus, when the New York City Police effort came

into being, we were ready for it, and what we initially m-ax
have lacked in experience, we made up for in enthusiasm.
1 would now like to, turn awayv from what RAND Vz
for the City of New York nnd.
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Potential abuse may arise from many causes.

Arcng

them I would include a misconception of what is involved in
carrying on scientific research, a m..,isunderstanding of what
the researc,, is intended to accomplish, a misunderstanding
of the motivations of the people trying to carry on the
research, and, unfortunately, even an attempt to embairass
the party in power.
When I think of the possible abuses that may accrue as
a result of continuous ano, in particular, premat'ire public
exposure of urban research programs, I am almost tempted to
conclude that there may L)e a distinct advantege to worlhng
in a classified environment.

In

such an envi- 2Tnent the

researcher can wander up bi.nd alleys, can make judgements,
o b

which while appearing

reasonab.e at th, time may look

far less profound ata later Cate, and he can try various
approaches to solving problems with comparative freedom
from the fear of being subjected to premature, misinformed
or even malicious criticism.

However. I have a strong

personal conviction, perhaps stenuning from my professional
training, that there is something inherently better about
carrying

.n research in an open environment than in a

classified environment.

Therefore, I believe we should be

willing to take our chances with the unpleasant possibilities
that might accrue from premature public exposure and
misguided
involved

-riticism.

i nevertheless recommend that persons

i'l urban research,

particularly

r-searrh

financed

-'l-

with local funds, be very careful not to discuss suc-h
things as untested ideas, contemplated experiments, confidential
data, and tepcative conclusions with people whose discretion
they cannot absolutely tju~L.
With regard to confidential or., in Defense Department
parlance, classified material, it sho--ld be noted that the
urban researcher can expect to encounter such material, and
must be prepared to guard it just as carefully as he would
classified -aterial.

Now, unfortunately, even if he takes

ever- reasonable precaution with such material, including
locking it in a safe each night and discussing it only
with persons he knows he can trust, the material could
still cause him considerable grief because it -ould be
subpoenaed Ly a court.

Thus, suppose you had won the

confidence of the "Kibosh City" Police Department, and its
chief gave you access to sensitive data regarding the
activities of the local chapter of the crime syndicate.
Suppose that this information indicated that certain allegedly
respectable people in town might be implicated in the
syndicate's operations, but this information was not
sufficient to prove a case in court against them or members
of the syndicate.

Further, suppose that these data were

given to you with the specific understanding that you would
under no circumstances reveal that you had them, where you
got them, or what the data contained.

I now ask you what

you would do if a court suspected you had the information,
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and issued an order directing you to turn it
court.
is

over to the

Fortunately, the chance of such a dilemma arising

probably quite slim bec-use most government officials

would b2 very reluctant to put you or themselves or their
agency in such an awkward position.
Other problems that arise in trying to carry on urban
researLh are those of divided authority and multiple-source
funding.

One finds, for example, some communities in which

the jurisdiction over tne city streets falls under the city
government, but the bridges and tunnels leading into and out
o.L the city fall under an independent body, and the highways
leading from those bridges and tunnels to outlying communities
or connecting the bridges and tunnels within the city fall
under the authority of the state.
bridge and tunnel commission

Now if the city, the

and the state are not working

in close accord with one another, which is probably more the
rule than the exception, one will usually have difficulty
obtaining funding for an integrated study of the city's
traffic problems.

Oh! you may get support for, say, a study

of traffic problems on city streets, or vehicular flow across
a particular bridge, or the need for widening state highway
10-A, but those are not studies of the city's overall traffic
problems.
As for multiple-source funding, consider the fact that
many local welfare programs, as well as many local health
I;ervices, are financed by money contributed by the Federal
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Government, the state government and the city government.
Therefore, it is not surprising to encounter a dilemma as
to whether a particular research program should be supported
with federal, state, or locally derived funds, or some
combination thereof.

Resolving problems of this type can

be frustrating if not downright exasperating.

In most cases

patience, tact and a little luck will go a long way toward
saving the day.
Urban and military research have one important thing
in common, which is that the success of both depends, in
large measure, upon the ability of the researcher to win the
confidence of middle- a.; well as upper-level managerient.
This is easy to Say but not always so simple to accomplish.
It requires that e'7ery researcher dealing with middle-level
personnel must be discreet, tactful, understanding, patient,
etc.

Finding enough competent people with all these other

characteristics is very hard and sometimes impossible,
so care must be taken to avoid, as much as possible, direct
contact between middle-level personnel and members of one's
staff who lack these necessary characteristics.

In addition,

one must constantly be prepared to repair the damage that
will

Inevitablv occur as a result of an unforeseen volatile

or otherwise nondiplomatic encounter.
When the shoe is on the other foot and key personnel
of the city's middle level management are uncooperative,
deceptive, or otherwise prove to be a headache, the problem
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may b- much more cerious.

If the city's top-lev-(2l personnel

cannot or are not willing to help resolve the difficulty,
it might be impossible to continue some or all of the research
for the department or agency whose personnel are causing
the difficulty.

Chances are, however, that some kind of

tolerablu compromise can be reached, narticularly if high
city officials want the research pursued,

believe the city

needs the 'ielp, and recognize that the consulting research
team has a good chance of doing the job and doing it well.
I hope this brief discussion of RAND's urban research
in general are of some value to you.

Personally, I believw

that carrying on genuine research in the urban sphere is
going to be very tough, particula--ly if that research is
not supported, at least in part, by foundations or federal.
agencies.

But even if those sources of funding are not

forthcoming, I believe that the need to solve the problems
faced by our cities is

so great and important to the survival

uf a healthy, free society that I would vote in favor of
making the attempt in any -vent.
4-30-68
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